HYPERAUTOMATION
MEANS POWER TO THE
PEOPLE (INCLUDING YOU)
The RelayiQ platform empowers your enterprise
to build apps that solve business problems by
bringing together intelligent hyperautomation
solutions, including AI/ML, BI, process mining,
automation, and task management.
Uniquely, our platform combines a no-code, DIY application
workbench with a custom marketplace that creates an
orchestration hub for hyperautomation.
What if custom apps could detect anomalies in your data and business processes and
automatically prescribe actions or initiate automated remediation, and what if these
apps could work harmoniously from a single-solution?
The RelayiQ platform empowers organizations to develop apps (or use ours) that
detect thresholds, anomalies, or outliers and use AI algorithms to perform complex
logic, packaged into powerful hyperautomation apps. These apps are made available
to the enterprise using a consumer-oriented marketplace. The workforce can
subscribe to the apps and automation processes that benefit them most.
RelayiQ’s unique bottom-up approach to analytics solves the lack of adoption within
most organizations by offering cutting-edge automation technology that is more
approachable and usable than ever before!
By identifying problems and creating solutions that lead to positive business
outcomes, RelayiQ introduces hyperautomation to your organization in a way that
benefits your workforce by augmenting their skills instead of being seen as a threat
to replace them.

The global research and
advisory firm Gartner recently
named “hyperautomation”
heir number one strategic
trend for 2020.
Their research suggests that
by 2022, “65% of organizations
that deployed robotic process
automation will introduce
artificial intelligence, including
machine learning and natural
language processing
algorithms.”
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PRESCRIBE
rules or AI-based actions based on the detection
of anomalies in process data. Integrate data-driven
notifications and prescriptions into your corporate
communication channels, business systems, and
automation tools.
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PACKAGE
the logic behind your new hyperautomation app and publish
it in the marketplace for distribution across the enterprise while
controlling access levels and subscriptions.

SUBSCRIBE

INGEST
data in different formats from multiple sources to perform
an analysis. Our connectors make this a quick and smooth
process built into your custom automation apps.

DETECT
unusual events or outliers that raise suspicions due to
being significantly different from most of your data or
typical business processes. Use your own or our built-in
tools for AI, ML, process mining, visualization, and
statistical methods to direct the apps to surface, analyze,
and interpret these events.

RelayiQ unique features include:
• Orchestration of analysis, PM, AI, ML, and RPA
in a single scalable platform
• Intuitive no-code interface for designing
hyperautomation apps
• Connectors for many popular data sources
• Guided use of ML algorithms that are appropriate
for specific business-use cases
• A notification engine to automate the delivery
of prescribed solutions
• A self-service subscription marketplace to
socialize all the AI applications in your enterprise

to custom hyperautomation apps for notifications and prescribed
actions that solve specific business problems. Adjust notification
frequency and data anomaly detection severity to fine-tune
communication.

TAKE ACTION
based on intelligent prescriptions and receive notification
of triggered automation. Record, assign, and manage activities
on a custom action board designed to surpass analytics
to deliver measurable business results.

RelayiQ users often solve previously perplexing
business challenges that were too complex for
AI/ML, process mining, or automation on their own.
The traditional enterprise relationship with data is broken. RelayiQ
is transforming this relationship by empowering analysts and
automation experts to move beyond creating dashboards and simple
BOT processes to develop and deploy their own sophisticated
automation apps. These apps can pull data from various data
sources, leverage their existing BI and RPA tools, and create
prescribed notifications for delivery to the entire workforce to drive
timely intelligent action.
Today, organizations typically use data to identify and report on
potential issues via dashboards and reports. Instead of merely
reporting on data analysis, RelayiQ automates data-driven actions—
a pivot from “showing” to “doing” that increases employee efficiency.
To schedule a demo, visit our website at RelayiQ.com, email us at
sales@RelayiQ.com.
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